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Waist circumference values equivalent to body mass index points for predicting absolute cardiovascular disease risks among adults in an Aboriginal community: a prospective cohort study
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ABSTRACT

Objective: There have been suggestions that currently recommended waist circumference (WC) cut-off points for Australians of European origin may not be applicable to Aboriginal people who have different body habitus profiles. We aimed to generate equivalent WC values that correspond to body mass index (BMI) points for identifying absolute cardiovascular disease (CVD) risks.

Design: Prospective cohort study.

Setting: An Aboriginal community in Australia’s Northern Territory.

Participants: From 1992 to 1998, 920 adults without CVD, with age, WC and BMI measurements were followed-up for up to 20 years.

Outcome measures: Incident CVD, coronary artery disease (CAD) and heart failure (HF) events during the follow-up period ascertained from hospitalisation data. We generated WC values with 10-year absolute risks equivalent for the development of CVD as BMI values (20–34 kg/m²) using the Weibull accelerated time-failure model.

Results: There were 211 incident cases of CVD over 13,669 person-years of follow-up. At the average age of 35 years, WC values with absolute CAD and HF risks equivalent to BMI of 25 kg/m² were 91.5, 91.8 and 91.7 cm, respectively, for males, and corresponding WC values were 92.5, 92.7 and 93 cm for females. WC values with equal absolute CAD, CVD and HF risks to BMI of 30 kg/m² were 101.7, 103.1 and 102.6 cm, respectively, for males, and corresponding values were 99.2, 101.6 and 101.5 cm for females. Association between WC and CVD did not depend on gender (p=0.54).

Conclusions: WC ranging from 91 to 93 cm was equivalent to BMI 25 kg/m² for overweight, and 99 to 103 cm was equivalent to BMI of 30 kg/m² for obesity in terms of predicting 10-year absolute CVD risk. Replicating the absolute risk method in other Aboriginal communities will further validate the WC values generated for future development of WC cut-off points for Aboriginal people.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of waist circumference (WC) in health assessment in relation to chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease (CVD) prevention is well recognised in current guidelines and policies in Australia. These guidelines include the ‘National guide to a preventive health evaluation in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ by National Aboriginal Community
Controlled Health Organisation (NACCHO), and the ‘Clinical Practice Guidelines for the Management of Overweight and Obesity in Adults’ by the National Health and Medical Research Council. The Central Australian Rural Practitioners Association (CARPA) Standard Treatment Manual recommends WC measures be included in all yearly Adult Health Checks.1 Although this is a major achievement in creating awareness of the importance of WC, which is often not the foremost focus of most studies assessing anthropometric indices, the previously mentioned guidelines have been unable to recommend WC cut-off points for Aboriginal people who have higher CVD risk2 and have elevated WC compared with non-Aboriginals in Australia. Recently, the Australian, States and Territories Government sponsored the Measure-Up Campaign targeted at measuring WC in an effort to reduce chronic disease risk for Australians by recommending WC cut-off levels of 94 and 102 cm for men and 80 and 88 cm for women derived from body mass index (BMI) of 25 and 30 kg/m², respectively. Despite their efforts in presenting these WC cut-offs in multilingual booklets for various ethnic Australian groups, the recommended thresholds were particularly relevant to populations of European origin and might not reflect the true health risk in Aboriginal people who differ in body composition from other Australians.3–5

CVD has been reported as the leading cause of death among Aboriginal people who are 1.3 times as likely to develop the disease as other Australians. Elevated WC has been known to increase the risk of any CVD,6 coronary artery disease (CAD)7 and heart failure (HF).8,9 Aboriginal people, particularly females, have body composition characterised by relatively higher WC compared with non-Aboriginals, which has been associated with increased risk of CVD.6–8 Although WC has been reported to have stronger association with CVD than BMI in Aboriginal communities,6 both WC and BMI are useful predictors of CVD.9 Using a longitudinal follow-up study design, we aimed to evaluate WC values corresponding to BMI points with equal absolute CVD, CAD and HF risks in an Aboriginal community in Australia. The WC values generated will assist future research by contributing to the needed evidence for the recommendation of WC cut-off points applicable to the Aboriginal population.

METHODS
Study setting and participants
The study was a prospective cohort study which included two phases: the baseline and follow-up. At a baseline community screening programme conducted from 1992 to 1998 in a remote Aboriginal community in the Northern Territory of Australia, age as well as anthropometric indices such as WC, weight, height and BMI were recorded, details have been discussed elsewhere.5

A total of 976 adults (aged 18 years and above) participated in the baseline screening programme of whom 934 had records of age (years), as well as WC and BMI measurements. Out of the 934 adults, 920 were free from known CVD at baseline and were eligible for the present study. They represented over 90% of adults in the study sample. These 920 adults (468 males and 452 females) were included in the study and prospectively followed up for up to 20 years (until 31 May 2012) to identify hospital-diagnosed new incident cases of CVD through hospitalisation data obtained from public hospitals in the Northern Territory.

Anthropometric measurements
Baseline WC in centimetres was measured midway between the lower border of the ribs and the iliac crest. Baseline BMI was calculated as baseline weight (kilograms) divided by the square of baseline height (metres).

Outcomes measurements
The hospitalisation database included hospital and emergency admission records of individuals in the Northern Territory. The CVD cases during the follow-up period were determined from the hospitalisation records using the following International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes: 402-404, 410-458 (ICD-9) and I11-I13, I20-I28, I50, I60-I69 (ICD-10) for CVD; 402-404, 410-417, 427.5, 428, 430-459 (ICD-9) and I20 to I25 (ICD-10) for CAD; and 428 (ICD-9) and I50 (ICD-10) for HF. For the purpose of this study, we excluded rheumatic fever and diseases as well as hypotension, haemorrhoids and other CVDs, that WC has not been found to have a causal relationship. On the other hand, we included hypertensive heart disease and hypertensive renal disease due to their associations with the complications of high blood pressure to which BMI and elevated WC have been documented as risk factors. Death records were checked for CVD cases that were not recorded in the hospital data. The follow-up time for each participant was calculated from baseline screening to date of disease diagnosis according to the hospital record, date of death, or end of follow-up, whichever occurred first. Over 82% of the study participants were hospitalised for any ailment during the follow-up period as evidenced by hospitalisation records; therefore, we are positive of a robust follow-up ascertainment.

Ethics statement
The protocol of the baseline screening programme was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Menzies School of Health Research and Territory Health Service, and the Aboriginal community. All participants gave informed consent to participate.

Statistical analysis
Data were analysed separately for males and females. Mean and SD for continuous variables or frequency and percentages for categorical variables were calculated. The Weibull accelerated failure-time model was used to estimate the absolute CVD risk using the formula:

\[ \text{Risk} = \exp(\beta_0 + \beta_1 \times \text{WC}) \]
Absolute risk \( = 1 - \exp \left[ -\left( \beta_0 - X^j \beta_j \right) t \right] p \)

were \( \beta_0 \) represented the baseline BMI or WC coefficient, \( \beta_j \) was the coefficient for covariates (BMI or WC and age), \( X^j \) represented the covariates, \( t \) = time and \( p \) = shape parameter.

The absolute risk method was employed to obtain estimates of equivalent WC values that corresponded to BMI values from 20 to 34 kg/m\(^2\) for a 10-year CVD risk in males and females at the average age of 35 years. Interaction was tested for gender in relation to WC and risk of CVD using fractional polynomial regression. In addition, we independently assessed CAD and HF to obtain WC points from BMI with equivalent absolute risks. Statistical analyses were performed with STATA statistical software V.13.0. The tests were two-tailed and we used \( p < 0.05 \) as the level of statistical significance.

RESULTS
Characteristics of the participants
The study sample comprised 920 participants, including 452 (49\%) females. Compared with males, the average age, WC and BMI were higher in females. Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of the study participants. During an average follow-up time of 14.8 years, a total of 211 participants developed CVD. A total of 140 CAD and 81 HF incident cases were recorded. In general, a greater proportion of females than males had CVD (23.7–22.2\%), CAD (15.7–14.7\%) and HF (10.2–7.5\%) outcomes.

Tables 2 and 3 show the estimated 10-year absolute CVD risks according to baseline values of 20–34 kg/m\(^2\) and corresponding WC values with equivalent risks, with age being fixed to 35 years, the average age of the study sample. For males, 10 years CVD absolute risk was 10.62\% for BMI of 20 kg/m\(^2\) compared with 21.47\% for BMI of 34 kg/m\(^2\). Corresponding values for WC associated with similar CVD risks in females were 11.97\% and 17.46\% for BMI of 20 and 34 kg/m\(^2\), respectively. Similar patterns were observed for CAD and HF as shown in tables 2 and 3. Figure 1 shows WC values corresponding to same absolute CVD risks with BMI points were similar for CVD, CAD and HF. The maximum differences for specific WC values generated ranged from −2.2 to +4.3 cm for CVD, CAD and HF.

Table 1 Characteristics of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Males (n=468)</th>
<th>Females (n=452)</th>
<th>Total (n=920)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, years—mean (SD)</td>
<td>33.5 (11.5)</td>
<td>36.2 (13.0)</td>
<td>35.0 (12.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC, cm—mean (SD)</td>
<td>87.3 (13.1)</td>
<td>90.6 (14.5)</td>
<td>88.9 (13.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg/m(^2)—mean (SD)</td>
<td>23.5 (4.6)</td>
<td>24.5 (5.9)</td>
<td>24.0 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any CVD outcome, n (%)</td>
<td>104 (22.2)</td>
<td>107 (23.7)</td>
<td>211 (22.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD, n (%)</td>
<td>69 (14.7)</td>
<td>71 (15.7)</td>
<td>140 (15.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF, n (%)</td>
<td>35 (7.5)</td>
<td>46 (10.2)</td>
<td>81 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BMI, body mass index; CAD, coronary artery disease; CVD, cardiovascular disease; HF, heart failure; WC, waist circumference.

Table 2 Estimated ARs associated with CVD types using equivalent WCs corresponding to BMI values for males at the age of 35 years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BMI (kg/m(^2))</th>
<th>CVD</th>
<th>Coronary artery disease</th>
<th>Heart failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WC (cm)</td>
<td>AR (%)</td>
<td>WC (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>10.62</td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>11.18</td>
<td>82.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>11.77</td>
<td>85.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>12.39</td>
<td>87.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>13.04</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td>91.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>94.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>15.19</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>16.79</td>
<td>100.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>101.7</td>
<td>17.64</td>
<td>103.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>103.8</td>
<td>18.54</td>
<td>105.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>105.8</td>
<td>19.47</td>
<td>107.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>107.8</td>
<td>20.45</td>
<td>109.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>109.9</td>
<td>21.47</td>
<td>112.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AR, absolute risk; BMI, body mass index; CVD, cardiovascular disease; WC, waist circumference.
For the currently recommended BMI for overweight at 25 kg/m², WC values with equivalent CVD risk were 91.5 cm (absolute risk=13.72%) and 92.5 cm (absolute risk=13.71%) for males and females, respectively (tables 2 and 3). For CAD, corresponding WC values to BMI of 25 kg/m² were 91.8 cm (absolute risk=6.07%) and 92.7 cm (absolute risk=7.42%) for males and females, respectively. For HF, WC values with equal absolute risk with BMI of 25 kg/m² were 91.7 cm (absolute risk=3.24%) for males and 93.0 cm (absolute risk=3.99%) for females.

For the recommended BMI for obesity at 30 kg/m², WC values with the same CVD risk were 101.7 cm (absolute risk=17.64%) for males and 99.2 cm (absolute risk=15.70%) for females. For CAD, WC values with equal risk to BMI of 30 kg/m² were 103.1 cm (8.97%) and 101.6 cm (absolute risk=9.53%) for males and females, respectively. For HF, corresponding WC values to BMI of 30 kg/m² for HF risk were 102.6 cm (absolute risk=4.45%) and 101.5 cm (absolute risk=5.12%) for males and females, respectively.

The Weibull models below include coefficients used to estimate WC values from BMI points with equivalent absolute risks of CVD, CAD and HF.

### Cardiovascular diseases

#### For males:

Absolute risk (BMI)

\[ = 1 - \exp \left[ - \exp \left( -6.3630 - (0.0481 \times \text{BMI} - 0.0336 \times \text{Age}) \right) \times t_j^{1.1380} \right] \]

Absolute risk (WC)

\[ = 1 - \exp \left[ - \exp \left( -7.1311 - (0.0235 \times \text{WC} - 0.0287 \times \text{Age}) \right) \times t_j^{1.1451} \right] \]

#### For females:

Absolute risk (BMI)

\[ = 1 - \exp \left[ - \exp \left( -6.5302 - (0.0306 \times \text{BMI} - 0.0416 \times \text{Age}) \right) \times t_j^{0.9537} \right] \]

Absolute risk (WC)

\[ = 1 - \exp \left[ - \exp \left( -7.7402 - (0.0290 \times \text{WC} - 0.0376 \times \text{Age}) \right) \times t_j^{0.9578} \right] \]
Coronary artery disease

For males:

Absolute risk (BMI)
\[ = 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( -0.0488 \times \text{BMI} - 0.0162 \times \text{Age} \right) \right] \times t_j^{1.6587} \]

Absolute risk (WC)
\[ = 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( -0.0216 \times \text{WC} - 0.0119 \times \text{Age} \right) \right] \times t_j^{1.6595} \]

For females:

Absolute risk (BMI)
\[ = 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( -0.0472 \times \text{BMI} - 0.0357 \times \text{Age} \right) \right] \times t_j^{1.1168} \]

Absolute risk (WC)
\[ = 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( -0.0264 \times \text{WC} - 0.0313 \times \text{Age} \right) \right] \times t_j^{1.1159} \]

Heart failure

For males:

Absolute risk (BMI)
\[ = 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( -0.0391 \times \text{BMI} - 0.0124 \times \text{Age} \right) \right] \times t_j^{1.6368} \]

Absolute risk (WC)
\[ = 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( -0.0181 \times \text{WC} - 0.0083 \times \text{Age} \right) \right] \times t_j^{1.6333} \]

For females:

Absolute risk (BMI)
\[ = 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( -0.0434 \times \text{BMI} - 0.0443 \times \text{Age} \right) \right] \times t_j^{1.1788} \]

Absolute risk (WC)
\[ = 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( -0.0255 \times \text{WC} - 0.0406 \times \text{Age} \right) \right] \times t_j^{1.1685} \]

DISCUSSION

In our study of adults in an Aboriginal cohort, we have provided gender-specific WC values from corresponding BMI points with equivalent 10-year absolute CVD risk. WC with equivalent CVD risk as BMI of 25 kg/m² for males and females ranged from 91 to 93 cm, and varied from 99 to 103 cm for BMI of 30 kg/m². There were no significant differences between males and females in their association between WC and CVD risk. When assessing absolute risks for CAD and HF, we found that the absolute risk values for CAD and HF were lower than those for CVD. However, the WC values for those conditions equivalent to BMI values were not much different with a maximum difference of -2.2 to +4.3 cm. The absolute risks are convenient and useful for health education by health professionals and Aboriginal individuals. Furthermore, the absolute CVD risks associated with the estimated WC values in this study are useful contributions to the development of WC cut-offs for Aboriginal people in Australia.

Although Australian guidelines have made efforts to create awareness of the role of WC by recommending WC cut-off values as a health assessment tool to reduce the risk of chronic diseases, no consensus has emerged on the appropriate cut-offs for Aboriginal people, whose risk of CVD is higher than non-Aboriginals. Following the statement by Lear et al that the currently used WC cut-off points derived from European populations may not be appropriate for other ethnic populations, several population studies have provided evidence of WC cut-off points derived from BMI overweight and obesity thresholds to monitor the risk of developing chronic disease in adults. There have been no reports providing evidence of WC cut-off points for the Aboriginal population. The most commonly used methods for generating WC cut-off which involves optimising sensitivity and specificity whereby WC cut-off values are highly correlated with population mean values might not be appropriate for Aboriginal people due to substantial variations of WC mean values among different Aboriginal communities. There have been suggestions on applying alternative methods, such as the absolute risk method, particularly in heterogeneous populations as Australia. Previously, the absolute risk method has been used to assess how risk of CVD changes with different WC values. In the present study, the absolute risk method was employed to generate WC values from BMI with equivalent absolute CVD risk. The WC values for overweight and central obesity from BMI determined in this study will contribute to evidence required for WC cut-off if the risk is considered high enough to take actions.

Although there have been earlier suggestions that the appropriate BMI range for Aboriginal people is between 17 and 22 kg/m², with increased risk of metabolic conditions above 22 kg/m², this is yet to be confirmed for in the population. In the present study, WC values equivalent to the risk of CVD at BMI of 22 kg/m² were about 85 cm for males and 87–88 cm for females. A proportion of 69.7% (69.2% in males and 70.1% in females) CVD events occurred in individuals with BMI≥22 kg/m² (results not presented), indicating higher CVD events among individuals with and over this BMI threshold. Owing to the heterogeneity in body composition of Aboriginal people in different communities, further research is required to confirm the healthy BMI range for CVD in the population.
One important implication of the present study is that unique BMI and WC classifications is required for Aboriginal people as they are a diverse group with varying WC and BMI estimates across gender and regions. Variations in BMI of Aboriginal people across Australian regions have potentially been attributed to differences in socioeconomic and nutritional status.

Our study results were based on gender-specific BMI and WC measures of Aboriginal people in a community in the Northern Territory. Our observations of higher BMI and WC mean estimates among females compared with males are consistent with the observations made in an earlier study involving Aboriginal people in three remote communities in the Northern Territory.

However, results of the study from remote communities in central Australia and north Queensland showed Aboriginal males in the cohort had slightly higher WC mean estimates than females. The WC cut-off values from European populations for overweight (94 cm in males and 80 cm in females) and obesity (102 cm in males and 88 cm in females) are 14 cm higher for males than for females. In our calculation of the 10-year absolute risks of CVD, we found: overweight WC for BMI (≥25 kg/m²) ranged from 91 to 95 cm; and central obesity from BMI (≥30 kg/m²) ranged from 99 to 103 cm for males and females. The generated WC values for these BMI thresholds were relatively similar for males and females with differences ranging from 0.9 to 2.5 cm for CVD, CAD and HF. This suggests that analyses using the currently proposed categories of BMI and WC may not identify the appropriate WC range with sufficient degree of precision.

The main strength of the present study is that it is the first to provide WC values that correspond to equivalent BMI points for CVD risk in an Aboriginal population. Our choice of WC as a measure of adiposity was based on previous findings from recent studies in the same study population suggesting WC is a better predictor of CVD compared with BMI and waist-to-hip ratio. Second, the prospective nature of our study enabled calculating absolute risk based on future CVD events which provided proof of the WC values generated from BMI points.

Third, the data on which our results are based were derived from an Aboriginal community and are likely specific to this Northern Territory community. While this is advantageous due to population homogeneity, caution needs to be exercised when generalising findings to other Aboriginal communities due to heterogeneity of WC estimates in different Aboriginal communities. In addition, while over 80% of eligible community members were involved in the baseline survey, our sample size was still limited. Further work could focus on validating the WC values generated in a larger Aboriginal sample or in other Aboriginal communities. Another limitation is the use of only hospital-diagnosed CVD which may present an incomplete and potentially biased assessment of incident CVD outcomes in the community. There is a possibility that participants could have accessed care in alternative healthcare facilities instead of the public hospitals, thereby underestimating the actual CVD numbers in the study population. However, we are confident that we captured a reliable number of CVD morbidity outcome representative of the study population as over 82% of participants were hospitalised during the follow-up period evidenced by hospital records for any ailment during the follow-up period. Future studies should include records from private and primary healthcare systems for more robust CVD outcomes.

In conclusion, our study provides new and interesting observations of WC values with absolute risk of CVD equivalent to BMI values in an Aboriginal population. The association between WC and CVD in this study did not depend on gender. Our study suggests additional research using the absolute risk method in other Aboriginal communities will further validate the WC values generated in this study. Our findings provide valuable information to healthcare providers and evident contribution to expert committee members responsible for developing guidelines for WC cut-off points for Aboriginal people in Australia.
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